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There are many major and minor changes of Thai TV-Series within 25 years long. 
Moreover, there is none of completed TV-Series name list exist. Though, this paper is 
not just about discussion the dialect phenomenon in Thai TV-Series for the first time 
but it is the first time to collect and complete the drama list backward to year 1987 as 
well. 
Since Thai TV-Series production is such a complex structure, this paper is 
mainly focus on prime time ThaiTV3‟s TV-Series, which mainly represent city 
culture and value, in order to track a dialect phenomenon in the city culture‟s context. 
This paper mainly focus on the relationship of dialect language and other three-
variance which are character, story‟s theme and social situation. 
The result shows that Thai northeastern dialect has been changing in all terms. 
Firstly, the characters that has spoken northeastern dialect in the TV-Series, shows a 
significant change from time to time. At the beginning those who spoke the dialect in 
TV-Series are lower class or labour; then gradually moved to middle class who 
changed their status upon education achieved or succeed in career changed their social 
class; and recently the characters speaking the dialect are variances from lower class 
to upper class but there are no more discriminate social class by dialect accent. 
Secondly, the themes, majority are love theme, which is similar to the population 
statistic. Nevertheless, northeastern dialect mostly appears in ideal theme that has 
shown Thai TV-Series mostly concern about northeastern life and success. Thirdly, 
social situation in politic view shows the most significant concern, northeastern is the 
most competitive area for all politicians and parties, and due to the number of 
northeastern population is the majority of Thailand. In addition, northeastern region is 
considering as the slowest developing region, so there are so many conflict and 
criticism about them, which also appears on TV-Series. Though, the year that held a 
general election, there was none of northeastern dialect used in TV-Series. 
One another discussed topic is the relationship between dialect and folk culture 
in TV-Series, the result shows that the development of dialect and concrete folk 
culture that appear in TV-Series is inverse variation, which means more dialect used, 














development of dialect language in TV-Series is growing up its valued by its 
functions. 
In conclusion, Thai dialect in Thai TV-Series is a piece of evidences on dialect in 
society, but in depth there still are other major and minor variances influent the dialect 
in the TV-Series like production team, capital and technique. Although on the surface, 
there are some major changes that have mentioned above, there still exists some 
delicate conflicts in dialect and official language that could be discussed in other point 
of views. 
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1  绪论 
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社会语言学家 William Labov[5]说“主要影响语用的因素是社会场合。(The 



































































泰语方言 相关系数最高 相关系数高 相关系数最少 
泰国曼谷方言 泰国南部方言 泰国东北部方言 泰国北部方言 
泰国南部方言 泰国曼谷方言 泰国东北部方言 泰国北部方言 
泰国东北部方言 泰国北部方言 泰国曼谷方言 泰国南部方言 
泰国北部方言 泰国东北部方言 泰国曼谷方言 泰国南部方言 
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